Vintage Kindness

You will need:
Cardstock
Mellow Moss cardstock – half A4 for card base
Perfect plum cardstock – same width as card base by 2¾ “
Whisper White cardstock – same width as card base by 2 “
Scrap piece of white to stamp flowers
Accessories/tools
Silver brad
Piercing tool
Cutter tool
Scissors & adhesive
Wheel guide
Stamp-a-ma-Jig

Ink pads
Mellow Moss, Always Artichoke, Perfect Plum
and Pale Plum
Stamps
Very Vintage jumbo wheel
Vintage Vogue stamp set

1. Ink the wheel with Mellow Moss and roll onto the whisper white card stock strip using the wheel guide
to ensure it is straight.
2. Stamp the small flower from Vintage Vogue with perfect plum ink a number of times in the bottom
corner of the white strip.
3. Also stamp two of the small flowers in perfect plum onto your scrap piece of white, and cut out.
4. Stamp the large flower from Vintage Vogue twice in Pale Plum ink onto your scrap piece. Cut out.
5. Scrunch all cut flowers in your hands then open again. This gives a distressed vintage look.
6. Join the two larger flowers and one of the small flowers in the centre with a brad. Set aside.
7. Ink up the long flower stamp from Vintage Vogue with Always Artichoke ink. Stamp off once onto work
mat, then stamp toward the top of the card centrally. (You may want to use the Stamp-a-ma-Jig).
8. Stamp the sentiment with Always Artichoke ink on the bottom right hand corner.
9. Using the distressing tool on the cutter tool set, run it along the long edges of the perfect plum strip.
10. Mount the white strip to the plum strip. Then mount to the card base as in picture.
11. Attach the flowers using a strong adhesive.
12. Pick up some pale plum ink from the lid of the ink pad with a blender pen and highlight some areas on
the wheeled image.
13. You may want to stamp a few leaves with Always Artichoke ink to finish off.
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